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What is Rendaku?
Rendaku – or sequential voicing – is a productive 
morphophonemic process found in Japanese

It is a process found only in compounds, and restricted to 
non-initial elements which begin in a voiceless obstruent

The initial voiceless obstruent of  an non-initial element may 
voice
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kawa + soko > kawa.zoko 

‘river’ ‘bottom’ ‘riverbed’

cuke + cume > cuke.zume

‘attach’ ‘fingernail’ ‘false nail’

hana + kami > hana.gami

‘nose’ ‘paper’ ‘tissue’

uširo + tate > uširo.date

‘behind’ ‘shield’ ‘backer, supporter’
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Rules & Constraints
Rendaku is governed by a number of  systematic rules and 
constraints which control the triggering of  the phenomenon

The most well-known of  these is Motoori/Lyman’s Law

Others include the right-branch condition and dvandva

Rendaku occurs with markedly different frequencies across 
different lexical strata

For reasons of  time, we will not go into more detail today: the 
interested listener is instead referred to Vance (1987, 2015) or 
Irwin (2012, 2014)
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The Rendaku Database

The rendaku database (v2.5, Irwin & Miyashita 2015) contains 34,432 
entries, all of  which are compounds possessing a potential rendaku site

Data are taken from two major dictionaries and tagged for a range of  
criteria, including vocabulary stratum, length, accent and part of  speech

Although further dictionaries and tags are planned in the future, the 
rendaku database is already the largest ever compiled

The rendaku databases has already spawned research on prefixes (Irwin 
2012), duplicate moras (Irwin 2014) and ‘loving and hating’ (Irwin 2015)

A detailed description of  the database can be found in Irwin 
(forthcoming)
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Research Background
Despite the rules and constraints governing rendaku mentioned earlier, rendaku
does not always occur where it should…  and sometimes occurs where it should 
not

In other words, explanations are not always available for its presence or absence

During both database compilation and subsequent analyses, further previously 
unknown patterns in the data came to light, including the impression that 
single-mora elements were less susceptible to rendaku

The database chief  compiler (Irwin), together with the quantitative linguist 
(Lyddon), devised a 3-year research programme seeking to subject these trends 
to robust statistical scrutiny

Our proposal received a grant-in-aid from the Japan Society for the Promotion 
of  Science and it is on one of  our research questions which we will report today
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Null Hypothesis

The null hypothesis is that:

morphemes comprised of  a single mora undergo 
rendaku to the same extent as morphemes comprised 
of  multiple moras

In other words, non-initial elements such as ka ‘mosquito’ or te
‘hand’ undergo rendaku to the same extent as non-initial elements 
such as kawa ‘river’ or tanuki ‘racoon dog’
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Pre-Analysis
It is well known that verbs dampen rendaku

It is also well known that rendaku operates sporadically in the Sino-
Japanese and hardly ever in the foreign stratum

In order to obtain an accurate analysis of  rendaku rates, only Japanese 
(wago) non-verbs were considered

In addition, in order to create an environment devoid of  systematicity, 
the following compounds were also excluded:

those which are personal or place names

whose non-initial elements are abbreviations (e.g. sasi < sashimi)

whose non-initial elements are potentially analyzable as suffixes (e.g. –sama)

whose non-initial elements possess an unbound voiced allomorph (e.g. kawa ~ gawa)
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Pre-Analysis

Finally, only those compounds which appear in both 
the dictionaries employed in the Rendaku Database 
were considered

In this way, ‘dictionary fossils’ or obsolete compounds 
did not come under analysis

The remaining ‘commonplace’ compounds are 
arguably more likely an active part of  a Japanese native 
speaker’s lexicon 
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This left us with a residue, which will henceforth be 
referred to as the DATABASE

The DATABASE consists of  7,133 compounds, 21% 
the size of  the original rendaku database

The DATABASE
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Distribution by Mora Length

Compounds with a single-mora non-initial element 
comprise 9% of  the DATABASE, while those with a 
cannonical two-mora non-initial element comprise 68%

639

4865

1551

76 2
1 2 3 4 5
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Rendaku Rate Calculation
For each dictionary, compounds were assigned a score of  0 
(never), 1 (sometimes), or 2 (always) to designate the frequency 
with which they undergo rendaku

Frequency scores were then summed across the two dictionaries, 
so that total scores ranged from 0 to 4

These scores were then converted back to the original ordinal 
scale, as follows:

0 à 0            (never)
1, 2, 3 à 1 (sometimes)
4 à 2 (always)
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Rendaku Rates

non-initial 
element never sometimes always

all 24% 3% 72% 100%

single-mora 38% 1% 61% 100%

multiple-mora 23% 3% 74% 100%
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Statistical Analysis

The results of  a Mann-Whitney U test showed a 
small but statistically significant difference between 
the two groups

The mean ranks were 3123 and 3611 (U = 1791334, 
Z = -7.34, p < .001, r = .09, two-tailed)

In other words, single-mora rendakuable elements 
are indeed less likely to undergo rendaku than their 
multiple-mora counterparts
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Salience
The cognitive link between a given morpheme and its rendaku
allomorph becomes weaker as the morpheme becomes shorter

For example, with samurai and its rendaku allomorph zamurai 86% of  
segments, or 75% of  moras, are identical; while with kasira ‘head’ and 
its rendaku allomorph gasira 83% of  segments, or 67% of  moras, are 
identical

For a single-mora morpheme such as te ‘hand’ and its allomorph de, 
however, only 50% of  segments and 0% of  moras are identical

This correlation between morpheme length and strength of  cognitive 
link we henceforth term salience
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(Pernicious) Homophony
Homophony violates the so-called ‘one-meaning-one-form’ principle, 
as well as conforming to the ‘functional load hypothesis’: thus 
speakers will seek to avoid, resist or eliminate such situations

Pernicious homophony, or homonymic clash, may be defined as a 
situation where, due to sound change, two identically pronounced 
words come to possess meanings which are semantically too similar 
or semantic polar opposites; or when a non-taboo word comes to be 
pronounced identically to a taboo word

Studies suggest that homophony avoidance has a measurable 
influence on sound change and speech production both cross-
linguistically (Silverman 2010, Kaplan 2011, Kharlamov 2014) and 
in Japanese (Ichimura 2006, Kawahara 2011, Kaplan & Muratani 
2015)
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Viewed diachronically, Campbell (1998) cites three ways in which 
speakers avoid, resist or eleminate homophony: by lexical 
replacement/loss, by prevention and by deflection

In English, for example, OE cwēn ‘queen’ and cwene ‘woman’ had 
come to be pronounced identically by Middle English. As these two 
words were semantically too similar, the latter was lost (except in 
homosexual slang, where it survives as queen ‘effeminate male 
homosexual’)

By Middle English the word cunny ‘rabbit’ had come to be 
pronounced too similarly to a taboo word for the female sex organ 
and was deflected to bunny, the modern form which survives

Some examples of  pernicious homophony appear to have found no 
solution: English let ‘allow’ and its polar opposite let ‘hinder’ both 
survive, though the latter is found only in fixed phrases    
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Viewed in such a light, the dampening of  rendaku in what are the 
least salient single-mora morphemes can be viewed as an example 
of  prevention, i.e. of  nipping potential pernicious homophony in 
the bud

Of  the 35 different single-mora non-initial elements in the 
DATABASE (ignoring polysemy), the rendaku allophones of  33 
have homophones

Non-initial elements which have two moras or more rarely have 
rendaku allophone homophones, due to the small proportion of  
words beginning in initial voiced obstruents found in Japanese in 
general
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With very few exceptions words beginning in an initial 
voiced obstruent are not found in the native stratum

Although there are many Sino-Japanese words and gairaigo
beginning in voiced obstruents, their phonotactics differ 
markedly from native Japanese words and they are thus far 
less likely to ‘pair’ with a native Japanese rendaku allophone

stratum /N/ /Q/ /p/ VV
canonical

2μ

native − − − − never − − ++

Sino-Japanese ++ + after /N Q/ ++ −
gairaigo + + ++ ++ − −
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Despite the high homophone rate for single-mora morphemes, it 
is does not appear to be the case that the homophony in question 
is pernicious

Of  the 33 different single-mora non-initial elements with rendaku
allomorph homophones, only 2 have pernicious homophones: ka
‘mosquito’ ~ ga ‘moth’ and ti ‘blood’ ~ ji ‘hemorrhoids’

In both these cases, the pernicious homophony is of  the 
‘semantically too similar’ type – there are no cases of  semantic 
polar opposites or taboo avoidance

It would thus seem that the motivation behind prevention is very 
strong in the case of  rendaku – homophony does not have to be 
pernicious for avoidance to be triggered 
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Homophony in the History of  Japanese

Sakakura (1993) calculated that in OJ there existed 148 single-mora
words and that in modern Japanese the number is only 48 (of  which 
35 begin in a voiceless obstruent and appear in our DATABASE)

He cites the main reason for the loss of  ⅔ of  the OJ single-mora
word as avoidance of  homophony (同音回避), exacerbated after the 
loss of  the kō-otsu (甲乙) vowel distinction

The processes which speakers appear to have utilized to avoid 
homophony were largely ones of  affixation
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Affixes that carry no apparent semantic content

prefixization: ne è mine (峰) ka è sika (鹿) 

suffixization: hi è hiru (昼) ha è hasi (端) 

Affixes that carry semantic content

prefixization: e è irie (入江) ko è kaiko (飼い蚕è蚕) 

suffixization: se è senaka (背中) ne è nezumi (鼠) 
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Conclusions
Avoidance of  homophony is something that appears to have 
occurred throughout the history of  Japanese and has been 
especially prevalent in single-mora words due to their low 
level of  salience

An aversion towards single-mora words can still be seen today 
in the tendancy of, for example, Kansai dialects to lengthen 
the vowels of  single-mora words and, for nearly all dialects 
including the standard, to lengthen vowels during counting

It should thus come as no surprise that the modern standard 
language severely dampens rendaku for single-mora elements 
in order to keep them apart from their voiced allophone 
homophones
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Homophony avoidance within rendaku is not categorical, in line 
with the cross-linguistic claim of  Kaplan & Muratani (2015)

Our results are based on data extracted from dictionaries, but 
further confirmation is required 

Our next step – on which we hope to report at a future conference 
– will be to conduct wug tests using nonce rendakuable elements 
to corroborate our account here of  statistically significant non-
categorical homophony avoidance

We will also look at the rendaku rates for individual single-mora
elements to ascertain whether any other factors are at play, 
perhaps part of  a hierarchy

Polysemy….
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